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Welcome to UIST 2023

Welcome to the 36th ACM Symposium on User Interface Software & Technology (UIST), the premier forum for presenting innovative research on software and technology for human-computer interaction. Sponsored by ACM special interest groups on computer-human interaction (SIGCHI) and computer graphics (SIGGRAPH), UIST brings together people from diverse areas including graphical & web user interfaces, tangible & ubiquitous computing, virtual & augmented reality, multimedia, new input & output devices, Human-Centered AI, and CSCW.

UIST 2023 received a record number of 483 technical paper submissions. 121 papers (25.1%) were accepted after a thorough review and revision process. Our program committee consisted of 88 Associate Chairs. As in previous years, each anonymous submission that entered the full review process was handled by a 1AC who provided a meta-review and invited two external reviewers, and a 2AC who provided a full review of the paper. The Best Paper committee selected three papers to receive a Best Paper award and four papers to receive an Honorable Mention award.

Our program also includes 50 posters, 71 demonstrations, and 8 student presentations in our 20th annual Doctoral Symposium. The Student Innovation Contest this year includes 10 teams of finalists who developed novel input, interaction, actuation, and output technologies that can augment interactive experiences. This year, in partnership with Anthropic AI, students pushed the boundaries of human-computer interaction with large language models (LLMs).

This year UIST is held at the historic Fairmont Hotel in beautiful San Francisco, California, USA. We are excited to be back at the Fairmont in San Francisco, 25 years later to the day; UIST 1998 was held here on November 1st, 1998.

We hope you enjoy UIST 2023 and experience it as a rich time to see old friends and make new ones.

Sean Follmer (Stanford University), Jeff Han

UIST 2023 General Chairs
Jürgen Steimle (Saarland University), Nathalie Henry Riche (Microsoft Research)
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Paper 92: **Augmented Math**: Authoring AR-Based Explorable Explanations by Augmenting Static Math Textbooks
Neil Chulponsatorn (University of Calgary)
Mille Skovhus Lunding (Aarhus University)
Nishan Soni (University of Calgary),
Ryo Suzuki (University of Calgary)

Paper 93: **SPEERLoom**: An Open-Source Loom Kit for Interdisciplinary Engagement in Math, Engineering, and Textiles
Samantha Speer (Carnegie Mellon University)
Ana P. Garcia-Alonzo (Carnegie Mellon University)
Joey Huang (University of California)
Nickolina Yankova (University of California)
Carolyn Rose (Carnegie Mellon University)
Kylie Peppler (University of California)
James McCann (Carnegie Mellon University)
Melissa Orta Martinez (Carnegie Mellon University)

Paper 94: **VegaProf**: Profiling Vega Visualizations
Junran Yang (University of Washington)
Alex Bäuerle
Dominik Moritz (Carnegie Mellon University)
Çağatay Demiralp (MIT CSAIL)

Paper 95: **Olio**: A Semantic Search Interface for Data Repositories
Vidya Setlur (Tableau Research)
Andriy Kanyuka (Tableau Software)
Arjun Srinivasan (Tableau Research)

**Words and Visuals: Authoring Tools for Text and Images**

Paper 96: **Promptify**: Text-to-Image Generation through Interactive Prompt Exploration with Large Language Models
Stephen Brade (University of Toronto)
Bryan Wang (University of Toronto)
Mauricio Sousa (University of Toronto)
Sageev Oore (Dalhousie University)
Tovi Grossman (University of Toronto)

Paper 97: **PoseVEC**: Authoring Adaptive Pose-aware Effects Using Visual Programming and Demonstrations
Yongqi Zhang (George Mason University)
Cuong Nguyen (Adobe Research)
Rubaiat Habib Kazi (Adobe Research)
Lap-Fai Yu (George Mason University)

Paper 98: **Wakey-Wakey**: Animate Text by Mimicking Characters in a GIF
Liwenhan Xie (Fudan University and The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)
Zhaoyu Zhou (Fudan University)
Kerun Yu (Fudan University)
Yun Wang (Microsoft Research Asia)
Huamin Qu (The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)
Siming Chen (Fudan University and Shanghai Key Lab of Data Science)

Paper 99: **Usable and Fast Interactive Mental Face Reconstruction**
Florian Strohm (University of Stuttgart)
Mihai Bâce (University of Stuttgart)
Andreas Bulling (University of Stuttgart)
Paper 100: Spellburst: A Node-Based Interface for Exploratory Creative Coding with Natural Language Prompts
Tyler Angert (Replit)
Miroslav Ivan Suzara (Stanford University)
Jenny Han (Stanford University)
Christopher Lawrence Pondoc (Stanford University)
Hariharan Subramonyam (Stanford University)

Paper 101: Color Field: Developing Professional Vision by Visualizing the Effects of Color Filters
Matthew T. Beaudouin-Lafon (University of California)
Jane L. E. (University of California)
Haijun Xia (University of California)

Touching the Future: Haptics and Gestures

Paper 102: GestureCanvas: A Programming by Demonstration System for Prototyping Compound Freehand Interaction in VR
Anika Sayara (University of British Columbia)
Emily Lynn Chen (University of British Columbia)
Cuong Nguyen (Adobe Research)
Robert Xiao (University of British Columbia)
Dongwook Yoon (University of British Columbia)

Paper 103: Transferable Microgestures Across Hand Posture and Location Constraints: Leveraging the Middle, Ring, and Pinky Fingers
Nikhita Joshi (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Parastoo Abtahi (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Raj Sodhi (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Nitzan Bartov (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Jackson Rushing (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Christopher Collins (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Daniel Vogel (University of Waterloo)
Michael Glueck (Reality Labs Research, Meta)

Martin Feick (DFKI and Saarland University)
Cihan Biyikli (DFKI and Saarland University)
Kiran Gani (DFKI and Saarland University)
Anton Wittig (DFKI and Saarland University)
Anthony Tang (Singapore Management University)
Antonio Krüger (DFKI and Saarland University)

Paper 105: TactTongue: Prototyping ElectroTactile Stimulations on the Tongue
Dinmukhammed Mukashev (University of Calgary)
Nimesha Ranasinghe (University of Maine)
Aditya Shekhar Nittala (University of Calgary)

Paper 106: Taste Retargeting via Chemical Taste Modulators
Jas Brooks (University of Chicago)
Noor Amin (University of Chicago)
Pedro Lopes (University of Chicago)

Paper 107: Haptic Rendering of Neural Radiance Fields
Heng Zhang (Southeast University)
Lifeng Zhu (Southeast University)
Yichen Xiang (Southeast University)
Jianwei Zheng (Southeast University)
Aiguo Song (Southeast University)
Interface Evolution: Learning, Adaptation, Customisation

Paper 108: Towards Flexible and Robust User Interface Adaptations with Multiple Objectives
  Christoph Albert Johns (Aarhus University)
  João Marcelo Evangelista Belo (Aarhus University and Saarland University)
  Anna Maria Feit (Saarland University)
  Clemens Nylandsted Klokmoose (Aarhus University)
  Ken Pfeuffer (Aarhus University)

  Yi Fei Cheng (ETH Zürich)
  Christoph Gebhardt (ETH Zürich)
  Christian Holz (ETH Zürich)

Paper 110: From Gap to Synergy: Enhancing Contextual Understanding through Human-Machine Collaboration in Personalized Systems
  Weihao Chen (Tsinghua University)
  Chun Yu (Tsinghua University)
  Huadong Wang (Tsinghua University)
  Zheng Wang (Tsinghua University)
  Lichen Yang (Tsinghua University)
  Yukun Wang (Tsinghua University)
  Weinan Shi (Tsinghua University)
  Yuanchun Shi (Tsinghua University)

Paper 111: Learning Custom Experience Ontologies via Embedding-based Feedback Loops
  Ali Zaidi (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
  Kelsey Turbeville (UserTesting)
  Kristijan Ivančić (UserTesting)
  Jason Moss (UserTesting)
  Jenny Gutierrez Villalobos (UserTesting)
  Aravind Sagar (User Testing)
  Huiying Li (UserTesting)
  Charu Mehra (UserTesting)
  Sixuan Li (UserTesting)
  Scott Hutchins (UserTesting)
  Ranjitha Kumar (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

  Zhe Sun (Beijing Institute for General Artificial Intelligence)
  Qixuan Liang (Beijing Institute for General Artificial Intelligence)
  Meng Wang (Beijing Institute for General Artificial Intelligence)
  Zhenliang Zhang (Beijing Institute for General Artificial Intelligence)

Paper 113: Never-ending Learning of User Interfaces
  Jason Wu (Carnegie Mellon University)
  Rebecca Krosnick (University of Michigan)
  Eldon Schoop (Apple)
  Amanda Swearngin (Apple)
  Jeffrey P. Bigham (Apple)
  Jeffrey Nichols (Apple)

Paper 114: Unveiling the Tricks: Automated Detection of Dark Patterns in Mobile Applications
  Jieshan Chen (CSIRO’s Data61)
  Jiamou Sun (CSIRO’s Data61)
  Sidong Feng (Monash University)
  Zhenchang Xing (CSIRO’s Data61)
  Qinghua Lu (CSIRO’s Data61)
  Xiwei Xu (CSIRO’s Data61)
  Chunyang Chen (Monash University)
Reality Refined: Augmented Reality Techniques

Paper 115: RealityCanvas: Augmented Reality Sketching for Embedded and Responsive Scribble Animation Effects
Zhijie Xia (University of Calgary)
Kyzyl Monteiro (IIIT-Delhi and University of Calgary)
Kevin Van (University of Calgary)
Ryo Suzuki (University of Calgary)

Paper 116: STAR: Smartphone-analogous Typing in Augmented Reality
Taejun Kim (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Amy Karlson (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Aakar Gupta (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Tovi Grossman (University of Toronto)
Jason Wu (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Parastoo Abtahi (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Christopher Collins (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Michael Glueck (Reality Labs Research, Meta)
Hemant Bhaskar Surale (Reality Labs Research, Meta)

Paper 117: Reframe: An Augmented Reality Storyboarding Tool for Character-Driven Analysis of Security & Privacy Concerns
Shwetha Rajaram (University of Michigan)
Franziska Roesner (University of Washington)
Michael Nebeling (University of Michigan)

Paper 118: PaperToPlace: Transforming Instruction Documents into Spatialized and Context-Aware Mixed Reality Experiences
Chen Chen (University of California San Diego)
Cuong Nguyen (Adobe Research)
Jane Hoffswell (Adobe Research)
Jennifer Healey (Adobe Research)
Trung Bui (Adobe Research)
Nadir Weibel (University of California San Diego)

Keiichi Ihara (University of Tsukuba and University of Calgary)
Mehrad Faridan (University of Calgary)
Ayumi Ichikawa (University of Tsukuba)
Ikkaku Kawaguchi (University of Tsukuba)
Ryo Suzuki (University of Calgary)

Paper 120: SwarmFidget: Exploring Programmable Actuated Fidgeting with Swarm Robots
Lawrence H. Kim (Simon Fraser University)
Veronika Domova (Stanford University)
Yuqi Yao (Stanford University)
Parsa Rajabi (Simon Fraser University)

Yihong Wu (Zhejiang University)
Lingyun Yu (Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University)
Jie Xu (Zhejiang University)
Dazhen Deng (Zhejiang University)
Jiachen Wang (Zhejiang University)
Xiao Xie (Zhejiang University)
Hui Zhang (Zhejiang University)
Yingcai Wu (Zhejiang University)
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